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Foreword

I can recall two personal milestones in my career as a water engineer. Together they
signalled the transition from apprentice to fully fledged professional. The first occurred
in 1976, when I was 30. With my lunch packed and my family’s best wishes, I caught a
train to Edinburgh to attend the professional interview for membership of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. I was seeking that MICE qualification that would permit
me to become a chartered engineer (CEng). This was an important moment. I couldn’t
progress as an engineer without the qualification and the implied approbation of my
peers. At the time, not being MICE, CEng would have left my career blighted, or at least
that is how it felt at the time.
The journey to Edinburgh was spent rehearsing all the possible questions that I might
be asked. Had I missed some fundamental learning point? Was I worthy of chartered
status? Would I be accepted into the club as a bona fide engineer, or would there be –
forever – a question mark over my professional competence? It was a nervous time – a
moment of truth.
About a month after my interview I received the letter telling me that I had passed
the test. This was a special moment and the interview and the letter opening remain
vivid memories to this day. The tens of thousands of people who have experienced the
achievement of a professional qualification do not forget these moments. In one sense
they are the closing pages of a book called ‘formal education’. You remind yourself that
you have been accepted into an association that has made an enormous contribution to
improving the wellbeing of people all over the world. It is easy for these emotions and
this pleasure to be discounted to zero over the years; but in that moment, the sense of
achievement is quite profound.
My second milestone occurred shortly afterwards. It was a less tangible experience
but real nevertheless. I remember being called into a meeting at Northumbrian Water
to answer questions on proposals being formulated at the time for the clean up of the
River Tees estuary. The technical details are not now important, but my ability to
answer all the searching questions to the satisfaction of the external scrutineers was
personally significant. For the first time I felt in total command of the subject and
confident that I could respond meaningfully and intelligently to any enquiry. And ‘I
don’t know but I’ll find out’ became a response that I could dare to give. Whereas
MICE, CEng was my external rite of passage, the River Tees clean up meeting was a
personal validation of my competence. At last I had the personal conviction that I was
up to the job and felt I had become a true professional. The sense of achievement of
CEng felt earlier was supplemented with a new confidence – a quiet and deeply
reassuring moment.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONS

This then is the baggage I carry when the conversation turns to what it means to be
an environmental professional, as it has done on many occasions during the intervening years of the IEMA’s development.
In the early 1990s I became involved in the creation of the Environmental Auditors
Registration Association (EARA), a sister organization to the Institute of Environmental
Assessment (IEA). Within five years about 2000 members had taken the various EARA
examinations and become associate, full or principal auditors, and the IEA had become
one of the centres of technical competence in the new field of environmental impact
assessment. At the time of the merger of IEA/EARA and the Institute of Environmental
Management in the late 1990s, the combined individual membership had increased to 4000
– today it stands at over 8000. The institute’s growth over the last ten years is a reflection
of the increasing importance of environmental issues and, more generally, sustainable
development in our society. The range of interests of our members has steadily broadened
as environmental professionals have found themselves playing an increasingly important
role in the affairs of public and private sector organizations in the UK and around the
world. We are witnessing the emergence of an environmental profession.
In the 1980s and as a result of the European EIA Directive we became interested in
defining good practice for environmental impact assessment. Because of this, most of
the early environmental professionals worked for environmental consultancies and
were engaged in advising industry and government on how this new legislation should
be implemented. In the 1980s, the notion of an environmental practitioner certainly
didn’t exist inside my employer’s organization, Northumbrian Water – although
ecology and landscape architecture were valued skills and much of the water industry’s
work was concerned with improving the quality of inland, coastal and estuarine
waters. At about the same time, auditing and environmental management were
beginning to make their presence felt on the corporate landscape.
Twenty years ago, environmental skills were about interpreting legislation and monitoring compliance with emission standards. Today, the environment and sustainable
development are diverse areas of study, as this handbook testifies. The environmental
field embraces management processes such as ISO 14001 and the European Ecomanagement and Audit Scheme (EMAS). There are many more standards to monitor
against and comply with. Technology has developed in step with these new demands.
Market instruments are being used, for example in connection with climate change
agreements and the UK packaging regulations. Social responsibility initiatives are
seeking to extend corporate and public sector responsibilities beyond environmental
considerations, and conceptual models of sustainable development have been
developed that allow us to begin to understand how biological and man made systems
interact in the round.
The transformation has been astounding. Twenty years ago, the environment as a
corporate responsibility was virtually non-existent, whereas today most organizations
employing more than 200 people cannot manage without an environmental practitioner. And the change in skills requirements has also been quite remarkable. Twenty
years ago all that was probably required was the close inspection of one or two acts of
parliament and some technical adjustments to industrial processes. Today, the territory
of environmental practice is very substantial, as this handbook illustrates.
The handbook contains core primer material for those who wish to make a career in
the environmental field. The environmental brief is now diverse because governments

